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Protest Emotions and (a bit about) Poetry 
 
 
I have learned more about what is needed for political change to happen by participating in 

protests than I ever have from reading Marxism or political theory. This seems both stupidly 

obvious and yet remarkable. As an academic who spends the majority of her time engaging with 

critical and literary theory of some stripe or another, I’ve certainly spent more time reading about 

how the world should change than I have spent hours on picket lines or roaming around 

London following actions by the black bloc or UK Uncut or giving poetry readings in under-

threat squats.1 By protests, here, I include the more traditional marches which in the UK are 

organised mainly by Unions but I’m predominantly referring to less officially sanctioned events, 

often loosely described as direct action. These are where my examples will be drawn from. So, 

why, for me, has praxis been more instructive than theory? I am not, I should clarify, claiming 

that theory is pointless or of no use; I wouldn’t waste my time reading it if I thought that. I’m 

sure we’d all agree that theory is crucial for our attempts to learn from the past, identify 

problems, understand the present, and imagine different futures. But I want to focus right now 

on protest, not in order to set it up against theory – I’ll be using different theorists to crystallise 

my points - but to see what it is that protest teaches us and how that relates, if it does, to poetry. 

  

Protests are emotional. Emotions run high as we run, dodging the police, cutting down 

side alleys, avoiding kettles; they harden as we stand our ground. Protests, after all, are 

expressions of anger at injustice. Recent academic work on the emotions over the last ten or so 

years has valorised their epistemological significance, reclaiming them from a false binary that set 

                                                             
1 UK Uncut are an anti-cuts organisation who argue for proper taxation of large corporations (e.g. 
Starbucks, the Arcadia Group, Amazon) to raise public money instead of cutting expenditure on benefits, 
welfare, education and civil service pay. As was discussed at the conference, this argues from (and 
continues to do so, although they have not been active much recently) a position within the liberal 
agenda, i.e. they are not revolutionary at all in their politics. Their protest tactics, however, have included 
a variety of short ‘occupations’, taking over shops or cordoning them off and then handing out fliers to the 
public. They have often organised these direct action events to coincide with large union marches in 
London but in different sections (the shopping centre of Oxford Street, primarily) of the city. The most 
famous of their protests was at the luxury food store Fortnum and Mason, where many people were 
arrested. UK Uncut’s protests have often attracted quite heavy policing as well as people joining in who 
were not part of the initial protest group. See the following website for a range of accounts, including UK 
Uncut’s: http://www.ukuncut.org.uk/about/fortnum. Other anti-cuts movements in the UK and the 
unions which argue against cuts stake out a similar argument to UK Uncut, but without the direct action 
protest tactics.     

http://www.ukuncut.org.uk/about/fortnum
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them disadvantageously against the cold logic of rationality. Emotions, it is now argued, can tell 

us about the world, not just about our individualised inner states. In Phillip Fisher’s account of 

the vehement passions, for instance, he argues that reason and emotions work together to ensure 

justice, since reason can script precepts but it is anger which indicates their transgression.2 That 

emotions are intrinsically linked to justice, ‘reacting’ to its lack but also shaping its composition, 

is obvious on a protest: for instance, the so-called ‘justice’ of an unnecessarily rough police arrest 

determines the chants of ‘shame on you’ by angry crowds who film the event as part of evidence 

of police brutality.  

 

Crowds have always intrigued and alarmed theorists and commentators because of their 

emotional volatility and the fact that people will undertake actions in a group that they would not 

alone. From Gustave Le Bon and Sigmund Freud to contemporary crowd theories of emergent 

norms and deindividuation, people en masse have been interpreted in wildly divergent ways, 

though rarely positively. Theories have suggested that crowds rob us of our reasoning, strip us of 

our individuality, and dissolve our ethics. Yet protests teach us other aspects of how crowds 

work. People share water and food in a kettle; pass around loud-hailers and slogans on marches; 

there is group responsibility among participants involved in a direct action event who check 

everyone is there, OK and safe, with recent protest advice being to ‘buddy up’.3 Nor do crowds 

necessarily lack the ability to make ethical judgements. During the student protests of 2010, a 

breakaway crowd poured off the main march route and down to Millbank, where the 

Conservative Party Headquarters are based in a tower block over 6 stories high. The building 

was breached and protesters flew flags from the roof as below people danced, shouted, whistled, 

chanted, burned placards and I even saw Sean Bonney grinning. Inevitably, the riot vans arrived 

and the police surrounded the base of the building. There are videos on Youtube which show 

the moment when the crowd reacts to a protester who throws a fire extinguisher from the roof. 

As it drops, there is a collective intake of shocked breaths. It lands, nearly striking an officer but 

equally nearly striking protesters, though actually hitting no one. After the ‘ahh’ of shock from 

the crowd come choral boos and then a new chant, taken up loudly by everyone: ‘Stop Throwing 

Shit’. This is not mindless group adherence to whatever violence is unfolding (or ‘escalating’, as 

the news reports like to say in the UK) but evidence of active and ethical collective decision-

                                                             
2 Phillip Fisher, The Vehement Passions (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2002), p. 178. 
3 See the recent protest advice offered here by the London Anti-Fascist network: 
http://londonantifascists.wordpress.com/ 

http://londonantifascists.wordpress.com/
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making and condemnation.4 It is also an emotional response to an object, an angry denunciation 

of indiscriminate violence, whereas no one had booed when the doors where kicked in and 

everyone went wild when the first protesters arrived on the roof. The actions of a crowd are 

constituted through a complex interplay between emotions, personal and social morality, the 

physical and political context and, of course, solidarity. It is the solidarity of the protesters that 

the indiscriminate dropping of the fire extinguisher breaches; as René Girard shows so 

powerfully, the way the group reconstitutes its solidarity is to ostracise and condemn the one 

who threatens it.5   

 

The most powerful aspect of protests, apart from any concrete effects they have upon 

the conditions they are objecting to, is the space they provide for experiencing and extending 

solidarity. The emotional experience of solidarity is crucial and, I am going to suggest, a basis we 

might use to think about what more abstractly could be termed ‘a universal (revolutionary) 

subject’.6 To explain this, I’m drawing on Sara Ahmed’s conception of ‘the sociality of 

emotions’.7 Ahmed rejects the usual model of emotion as something which begins within the 

subject and travels out towards the world – she calls this the ‘inside out’ theory. Yet, she also 

refutes the contrasting, if less prevalent, model of the emotions as something which come to us 

                                                             
4 See the amateur footage of the event here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAGNJMQD1rA and, for 
a different, noisier angle, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fkB7eZhgFn0.  
5 René Girard, Violence and the Sacred, trans. Richard Gregory (London and New York: Continuum, 2007).  
6 There is a debt and a difference to be pointed to here. In the final sentence of his paper ‘Revolution and 
Really Being Alive’ at the Poetry and Revolution Conference at Birkbeck (2012), Keston Sutherland uses 
the phrase ‘revolutionary subjective universality’ (p. 7). Sutherland’s paper moves quickly from 
considering the ‘shuddering’ Rosa Luxemburg describes at the thought of her mother’s life (‘what kind of 
a life was that!’) in communication with Kant’s description of our reaction to the sublime back to 
Luxemburg’s critique of Eduard Berstein because he’d, in Sutherland’s words, ‘set aside the reality of 
feeling’ and that feeling is described by Sutherland as ‘the terrible horror, shuddering and disgust, the 
being torn apart by the contraction of life to a point diminutive and trivial...’ (p. 3). It is this feeling, 
Sutherland claims, that is the ‘need for revolution’ (p. 4). The paper moves on at this point to discuss 
writing which can express that horror as revolutionary writing. Sutherland’s paper talks of how 
revolutions make people feel really alive and carves out a kind of proleptic role for poetry to do the same. 
The final sentence claims: ‘But imperatively it [revolutionary poetry] must do this one thing: it must hurt 
and thrill a reader with an irresistible premonition of the feeling of being more fully and really alive than 
ever before, the feeling that is the true, unmistakable, inalienable basis of revolutionary subjective 
universality’ (p. 7). Hopefully, it is clear that I do not make the same imperative demands of poetry 
(though if it does that, then great) nor trust to them. Nor do I think there is such a thing possible as what 
here is briefly alluded to by Sutherland as ‘revolutionary subjective universality’. I’m deeply sceptical of 
universality; my attempt in this paper is to think briefly about how the experience of protest gives us a 
fleeting experience of solidarity which can for a moment suspend our differences, not as the basis for a 
future subjectivity without differences (I can’t see that this is possible: even in a world with no class 
divisions there would still be biological and physical facts that gave people different experiences of 
subjectivity), but as a way of helping us to find in that emotional experience (a very different one to that 
Sutherland’s paper describes) the strength to not feel completely defeated when our protests fail to 
achieve their ends. For Sutherland’s paper, see: http://www.bbk.ac.uk/cprc/events/Keston_Sutherland_-
_Poetry_and_Revolution_conference_paper.pdf.          
7 Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion (New York and London: Routledge, 2004), p. 10. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAGNJMQD1rA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fkB7eZhgFn0
http://www.bbk.ac.uk/cprc/events/Keston_Sutherland_-_Poetry_and_Revolution_conference_paper.pdf
http://www.bbk.ac.uk/cprc/events/Keston_Sutherland_-_Poetry_and_Revolution_conference_paper.pdf
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from outside (this is often the way crowd behaviour is described). Instead, for Ahmed, emotions 

are ‘relational’.8 They ‘are not simply something “I” or “we” have. Rather’ she says, ‘it is through 

emotions, or how we respond to objects and others, that surfaces or boundaries are made: the 

“I” and the “we” are shaped by, and even take the shape of, contact with others’.9 This is a 

particularly rich way of thinking about how solidarity operates in the moment of protest, as well 

as in moments when a group comes together against something in order to provide not just a 

critique but also an alternative to it, e.g. a ‘free’ university, a library run from a squat, a 

community garden on occupied wasteland. The feeling of generous connection, elation, 

camaraderie and shared purpose which makes up the emotional experience of solidarity is shaped 

by the moment, constituting an encircling ‘we’ against them (the State, the political edit, the 

police).10 It has been, for me, an experience of expansive subjectivity whereby the sense of my 

individuality is subtended by the many with whom I share the protest, and to whom I feel an 

intense extension of good will. I want to think about this emotional experience of solidarity as 

the grounds for a temporary experience of universality felt in protest and how we might attend 

to its ability to foster active resistance to capitalism. Within that experience, we sense how 

differently configured social relations might feel; we glimpse the powerful possibility of living 

differently, of different futures; we feel like we have achieved something through protest.   

 

The universal subject has become something of a sticky figure in the realm of 

contemporary theory, seen variously as a left-wing anachronism, a flattening affront to diversity, 

a necessary safeguard for liberal conceptions of human rights, and as a covert tool for Western 

cultural imperialism to extend its reach. In his book Violence, Slavoj Žižek critiques these 

                                                             
8 Ahmed, p. 8. 
9 Ahmed, p. 10.  
10 In a recent talk (9/10/2013), Steven Connor criticises the idea that there can be such a phenomenon as 
collective emotion. He argues that it is a category error (although he doesn’t use that term). Instead of any 
emotion being collective, these situations are examples of aggregative, distributive or attributed emotion, 
he argues. The attributive is when the collective nature of the emotion is projected onto a crowd (as I just 
did in saying ‘the crowd went wild’); the distributed accounts for the fact that many people acting the 
same way, even if they aren’t feeling the same way, can be described by one emotional category (e.g. 
everyone panicked and sold their shares); and aggregative is when a crowd or group manifest or feel they 
have to manifest emotions in common. The emotional experience of protest solidarity would be an 
example of the last category, which Connor describes as ‘wholly unobjectionable’ as a concept. He didn’t 
talk about this category much, which is a shame given that perhaps the most important implications of an 
emotional experience like this is that it can be political (his example is a football game, tellingly). In the 
questions after the talk, he claimed ‘I am one of those people who does not believe in capitalism’, 
describing it as ‘an anthropomorphism’ and a form of the pathetic fallacy. See: 
http://www.stevenconnor.com/collective/collective.pdf.        

http://www.stevenconnor.com/collective/collective.pdf
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positions.11 For him they are all reactions to or diagnoses complicit with liberalism and its 

agendas of choice and abstraction from socio-historical conditions. Instead, he proposes: 

 

The commonplace according to which we are all thoroughly grounded in a 
particular, contingent lifeworld, so that all universality is irreducibly coloured by 
and embedded in that lifeworld, needs to be turned round. The authentic 
moment of discovery, the breakthrough, occurs when a properly universal 
dimension explodes from within a particular context and becomes ‘for-itself’, and is directly 
experienced as universal. This universality-for-itself is not simply external to or 
above its particular context: it is inscribed within it.12 

 
  
With his signature ability to tie-dye together separate arguments, Žižek goes on from this to 

dismiss literary historicism and to extol the virtues of Shakespeare and Wagner in 

communicating universal, transcendent truths. I don’t want to follow him there but his initial 

focus on how a particular context can yield up the experience of universality maps onto my 

argument for the importance of protest solidarity as a temporary experience of universality. I am 

not attempting to ‘replace’ a universal subject already known by the terms ‘proletarian’ or ‘the 

worker’. I’m assuming that the subject I’m describing has come on a protest, and thus is already 

angry about something, opposed to something (and is therefore not properly ‘universal’ either). 

Nevertheless, I do think the more traditional nomenclature does not cover or capture how 

single-issue protest has the ability to galvanise people from categories beyond those we might 

consider to be ‘the workers’ or galvanise them for reasons which initially are not based in 

objections to conditions in the workplace. In the UK, the student fees protests saw many who 

had never been out on the streets before, notably, a lot of 16 year olds who were having small 

education grants withdrawn under the Higher Education government measures.13 As the present 

UK government tries to claim that it represents ‘those who work’ or ‘hard-working families’, 

there is the implication that those who do not work - students, the unemployed, the retired, the 

ill and the unable, and those undertaking unpaid childcare – are lazy, indigent, draining State 

resources and finances while giving nothing back. Single-issue turnout such as that over student 

                                                             
11 Slavoj Žižek, Violence: Six Sideways Reflections (London: Profile Books, 2008), p. 122-9. It’s worth noting 
that this book is a refutation of the ideas in Simon Critchley’s Infinitely Demanding: Ethics of Commitment, 
Politics of Resistance (London and New York: Verso, 2007).   
12 Žižek, p. 129. He doesn’t say so, but there are aspects of this that sound similar to what Benjamin 
describes in the ‘Theses on the Philosophy of History’ in Theses XVII. Benjamin writes how the historical 
materialist: ‘recognises...a revolutionary chance in the fight for the oppressed past. He takes cognizance of 
it in order to blast a specific era out of the homogenous course of history – blasting a specific life out of 
the eroa or a specific work out of the life work’. See Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, trans. Harry Zorn 
(London: Pimlico, 1999), p. 254. 
13 These were called the EMA, the Education Maintenance Allowance. They provided poor 16-18 year olds 
a small stipend to buy materials for study and to travel to their colleges. This in turn allowed them to gain 
the qualifications to apply to university.  
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finances is not unique and in the UK union membership is dropping sharply (as, indeed, is 

conventional political party membership) which attests both to a greater number of people in 

short-contract and precarious employment and a growing disinclination among the workforce to 

see Unions as an effective political bargaining tool. I don’t want to abandon the Unions – we 

need all the tools we can get – but I do think the emotional experience of protest solidarity might 

be seen as an end in itself: when the protest fails to stop the government bill, the outsourcing, 

the tax dodging, the privatisation, as it so often does, we haven’t necessarily entirely lost.  

 

This also addresses the temporal dimension of experiencing of solidarity. One criticism 

of what I’m describing is that this is an evanescent feeling, contingent on an unpredictable 

moment of protest which coalesces in a particular way, produces a particular emotion. We’ve all, 

I suspect, been on boring demonstrations or marches where energy seems lacking, sprits are 

down, and solidarity in the sense I am talking about does not ‘explode’, to use Žižek’s term, or 

even seem to glimmer. Yet what it is that keeps me going to protests, apart from the importance 

of registering dissent, is the potential for that feeling of solidarity to transform the moment, the 

street, the faces of the people around me. A failure to do anything more than register dissent can 

be transformed by solidarity from a depressing defeat into the feeling of emotional connection 

with other protestors which can sustain us for the next protest. There is, of course, a lot of 

idealism in the way I am holding up this emotional experience: it is focusing on the feeling of 

solidarity in the moment of protest, which has therefore avoided acknowledging all the difficult 

negotiations and challenges that practical, everyday solidarity entails.  

 

What, then, of poetry? Unlike Keston Sutherland, whose paper at the Poetry and 

Revolution conference in May 2012 discusses how poetry ‘must hurt and thrill a reader with an 

irresistible premonition of the feeling of being more fully and really alive than ever before’ as the 

grounds for a revolutionary subjectivity, I don’t see poetry’s role as primarily instrumental in 

inspiring analogous feelings to those we may experience in the moment of revolution or even in 

the more readily available emotional experience of protest solidarity.14 It’s great if it does that for 

some of us, but my experience of poetry is more ambivalent, more critical than that.15 I’m more 

aligned with David Buuck’s claim, in his recent introduction to a collection of Bay Area poems 

featured in High Zero 21, that ‘it’s hard to argue for a direct role for poetry in insurrection’ (unpag. 

                                                             
14 Sutherland, p. 7.          
15 By critical here, I mean that when I read poetry, I am also a literary critic. This does not mean a literary 
text is incapable of enthralling me or having incalculable effects but simply to attest to the fact that mostly 
when I read poetry I am also evaluating it.    
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My italics.).16 These poems speak of and address situations of solidarity. Andrew Kenower, for 

instance, attends to the bodily experience of protest, capturing some of its rhythms: ‘you cluster 

/ and disperse / cluster and disperse’ (unpag.); as do elements of Lara Durback’s powerful 

‘Projectiles’. Many of the poems invoke a ‘we’ which names a solidarity of opposition. But 

there’s also attention to the practical, time-consuming and sometimes stickily fraught aspects of 

building and maintaining protest solidarity, and this moves far beyond what I have been 

discussing today in referring only to the emotional experience of protest.  Juliana Spahr’s 

emphatic iterations of ‘Together’ in her ‘Poem’ works not just to express solidarity but to 

demand it, even if ‘we’ are ‘so many different things’, even if, as she notes, ‘By the end though, 

of the winter, we were mainly men’ (unpag.). So the poems work to record, commemorate and 

testify to solidarity, both as experienced in the active side of protest but also in its more 

complicated forms, which are those we need to be particularly attentive to if we wish to sustain 

the solidarity we first feel. Poetry’s representation of solidarity does not, I think, recreate or 

replicate the experience I have been describing, but it may remind us of it, keep it under our 

eyes, provide a place to recall the bodily sensations and emotions of protest. It may foster 

opportunities for solidarity too. It is in this spirit of solidarity that I understood your invitation to 

us British poets and that led us all to come here. Thank you.  

 

 

                                                             
16 Joe Luna and David Buuck (eds), High Zero 21 (July 2013). Unpaginated.  


